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The woods are lovely, dark and deep.
But I have promises to keep.

And miles to go before I sleep.
And miles to go before I sleep.

— Robert Frost



A B S T R A C T

Software updates made by developers often achieve their intended
purpose, but these updates may also lead to an anomalous behavior
previously unknown to the developers. This might be due to their
interaction with other parts of the system. If the developers had a tool
which could help them to visually see these changes as a behavioral
model, it would benefit them to actually know how the changes have
affected the behavior of the system. Thus, empowering them to fix
any side effects or bugs that arise as a part of their update.

Thus, in order to visualize and compare learned behavioral models,
a tool was created which would model the behavior from traces gen-
erated by scenarios based on the related work in the area of inferring
models of software systems. This tool was specifically intended for
embedded software. So, to compare changes based on updates and
functional changes of embedded software, behavioral models of sce-
narios were obtained for different versions of a Real Time Operating
System (RTOS) Kernel. The visual comparison algorithm proved to
be effective in visualizing the differences between behavioral models
for a particular scenario across the versions.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

A model is defined as a description of observed or predicted be-
haviour of a system, simplified by abstracting certain details [1]. Mod-
els allow complex systems, both existent and merely specified, to be
understood and to predict their behaviour [1]. Thus, a model that de-
scribes the observed or predicted behaviour of a software is called a
software model.

Software models are categorized in two types, those that describe
structure, i. e., they tell what a software is, e. g., class diagrams as
shown in Figure 1, and those that describe behaviour, i. e., they tell
what a software does, e. g., state machines as shown in Figure 1 [2].

(a) An eg. of a class diagram (b) An eg. of a state machine

Figure 1: These figures illustrate the example of class diagram and a state
machine

Software development is a process where specifications are converted
to structure and software is programmed according to that structure.
This work is related to doing exactly the reverse. As it is illustrated
in Figure 2, the model is generated from a program that is already
developed using a set of traces that are acquired from a set of scenar-
ios considered for the program. The generated model describes the
behaviour of the software for that particular scenario.

1



2 introduction

Figure 2: This figures illustrates the work done in this master thesis, where
the embedded software is provided, traces are acquired and a
model is obtained from the set of traces.

1.1 behavioural model

As the model describes behaviour of the system, in this section what
constitutes as behavior is explained.

A queue is an abstract data structure in which elements are kept
in order. Addition of elements is done by a method called enqueue(),
and deletion of elements is done by dequeue(). When a upper limit
is imposed on the number of elements a queue can store, it is called
as a bounded queue [3].

The behavior of a bounded queue is such that when data is en-
queued, the queue size increases and when data is de-queued, the
queue size decreases. The state of the queue is characterized depend-
ing upon the size of the queue, it signifies whether the queue is empty
or not empty, or if the queue is full.

Figure 3: Behavioural Model of a Bounded Queue data structure with max
size 3. Execution of methods changes the state of the queue.

Consider a bounded queue data structure of max size 3. Figure 3

shows the model describing behaviour of the bounded queue for a
scenario where enqueue() was executed followed by dequeue(), and
continued by enqueue() even after the queue was full .
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From Figure 3, it is observed that when the queue is created it is in
Empty state, since it does not contain any data.

When a call to enqueue() is made, a single data element is inserted
inside the queue, increasing the queue size to 1. This makes the queue
change state from Empty to NotEmpty state as shown in Figure 3.

A call to dequeue() removes a data element from the queue which
bring the state from NotEmpty back to Empty state.
Again a call to enqueue() makes the queue size equal to 1 and thus
the queue enters the NotEmpty state. The next call to enqueue() in-
serts another data element in the queue, but since, queue size is not
equal to max, the state is still NotEmpty.

The following call to enqueue() makes the queue size equal to 3

which is the max size and thus the queue goes from NotEmpty state
to Full state. Once the queue has reached its max size, further data
elements cannot be inserted and if tried as shown in Figure 3, an
illegal state is reached.

1.2 motivation

Every software has shortcomings and flaws. To overcome those short-
comings and flaws, new versions are released. The reasons for new
versions varies, for eg. adding a new feature, patching a minor bug
or patching a major security issue[4].

Bugs in a software arise when a developer’s intent is not correctly
implemented as code. If the developers are provided with a model of
their code it could be helpful for recognition of anomalies and correct-
ing them [5]. Changes in the source code can also be seen by taking
a diff of two versions. But doing so may highlight only syntactical
changes [6]. If impact of functional changes made to the code could
be visually seen, it may assist in spotting anomalies.

Kothari et al. have not explored their claim that models can help
developers spot anomalies, since their main focus was on learning
the software model using FSMGen, rather than comparison of models.
Part of the claim about comparison is further explored in this work
by comparing behavioral models of scenarios of different versions
of a RTOS Kernel. The RTOS kernel specifications are described in
Chapter 9. Detailed review of the related work and a comparison of
the relevant tools is mentioned in Chapter 3.

Problems such as an update or a functional change leading to side-
effects or causing a malfunction can even be present at a small scale.
Also embedded software is inherently state-full, where, the current
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output depends on the input and its internal state [7]. Thus, a Real
Time Operating System Kernel was chosen for this purpose, which
had been developed through number of iterations, before reaching
its final version.

1.3 research question

The research question considered in this work is that, can behavior
changes of an embedded software with different versions be traced by
comparing the behavioural models obtained from execution traces?

1.3.1 Research Goals

The following sub goals are directed towards the higher ideal of com-
paring behavioural models.

Based on the overarching goal of comparing behavioral models to
detect changes, a set of sub goals has been identified:

1. Develop a method to visually compare the obtained models to
highlight changes in the form of different transitions.

2. Analyze the behavioral changes by visually comparing the be-
havioral models and difference of the identified functionalities
from source code.

3. Investigate mechanisms for analyzing indirect behavioral changes,
e.g. consider a function which calls a method X to accomplish
certain functionality. The influence of method X on the behaviour
of embedded software, refers to analyzing indirect behavioral
change.

1.4 organization of the chapters

The remaining master thesis is organized as follows.

• Chapter 2: Preliminaries.

This chapter contains the most important terms and their defi-
nitions that are used throughout the thesis.

• Chapter 3: Related Work.

This chapter describes in detail the reviews of the work and
literature related to this thesis. It also compares the relevant
tools that have been mentioned in the related work.
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• Chapter 4: Methodology.

This chapter describes the features included in SMT 1.0 and 2.0.
It mainly focuses on the choices and the decisions that were
taken when building the tools in the process of achieving the
research goals.

• Chapter 5: Results.

This chapter deals with the results obtained in every phase of
the thesis.

• Chapter 6: Discussion.

In this chapter further improvements for the tools and different
ideas have been discussed.

• Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Work.

This chapter is regarding the conclusions formulated from the
results obtained in harmony with the research goals. It also men-
tions the direction that could be taken for the work to progress
further.

• Bibliography

Contains all the references studied and websites accessed.

• Appendix A

This appendix contains details related to the bounded queue
API, which was modelled using SMT 1.0.

• Appendix B

This appendix contains details related to the RTOS kernel func-
tions.

• Appendix C

This appendix focuses on the architecture and libraries utilized
for building SMT 2.0.





2
P R E L I M I N A R I E S

This chapter contains definitions of terms and terminology utilized
in this thesis.

2.1 definitions and their usage

State-full and state-less system definitions are mentioned to highlight
the importance of embedded software as it is a inherently state-full
system [7].

The terms such as inspectors, mutators and concepts such as instru-
mentation, abstraction and traces are used when tool development is
considered.

The definitions of FSM, EFSM and Timed Automata are used to de-
cide the type of final model that is used to represent the behavior of
a system.

Definition 2.1.1. State-less system
A system is considered state-less when its current output depends

on the current input. Since UDP, a transport layer protocol from the
TCP/IP stack does not maintain a connection between client and
server, it is considered as a state-less system [7].

Definition 2.1.2. State-full system
A system is considered state-full when its current output depends

on the current input and internal state. TCP, a transport layer protocol
from the TCP/IP stack maintains a connection between client and
server, thus it is considered as a state-full system. RTOS is also an
example of state-full system [7].

Definition 2.1.3. Inspectors Any function which does not lead to a
change of state after execution is classified as a inspector function [8].

Definition 2.1.4. Mutators Any function which changes the state after
execution is classified as a mutator function [8].

7



8 preliminaries

Definition 2.1.5. Instrumentation Wrapping of executing inspector
functions before and after the mutator function is referred to as instru-
mentation in this context [8]. A simple example of instrumentation is
monitoring the size of a queue data structure. Execute size() method
and store the output in a list. Then execute the enqueue() method to
add a item to the queue. Execute size() method again and store the
output in a separate list. This way the enqueue() method is said to be
instrumented.

Definition 2.1.6. Traces An event is a tuple (l, v), where l is the name
of a function and v is a mapping from parameter variables for l to
concrete values. A trace t ∈ T is a finite sequence of events, often
written as 〈 (l0, v0), . . . (ln, vn) 〉 [9].

Definition 2.1.7. Abstraction The process of analyzing raw informa-
tion contained in the traces, obtained as a result of instrumentation,
by mapping the raw information to abtract states based on a observed
criteria, is referred to as abstraction. For e.g., size = 0 is mapped to
Empty state, size = max is mapped to Full state [8].

2.2 types of state machines

An automaton with a finite number of states is called a Finite Au-
tomaton (FA) or Finite State Machine (FSM).

2.2.1 FSM

Definition 2.2.1. A Finite State Machine (FSM) can be defined as a
tuple (S, s0, F, L, T ). S is a set of states, s0 ∈ S is the initial state, and
F ⊆ S is the set of final states. L is as defined as the set of labels. T
is the set of transitions, where each transition takes the form (a, l, b)
where a, b ∈ S and l ∈ L [9].

Figure 4: This figure illustrates a Finite State Machine
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Figure 4, is an example of a Finite State Machine. There are two
states: State A and State B. The edges are annotated with the func-
tions, Command_on() and Command_off().

2.2.2 EFSM

Definition 2.2.2. An Extended Finite State Machine (EFSM) is a tuple
(S, s0, F, L, M, 4, T ), where S, s0, F and L are defined as in a con-
ventional FSM. M represents the memory of the EFSM – a collection
of variables. An assignment of variables in the memory to concrete
values is denoted by m ∈ M, where m is the concrete value and M
is the variable. The update function 4, is represented as L × M →
M. The set of transitions T is an extension of the conventional FSM
version, where transitions take the form (a, l, m, b), where a, b ∈ S, l
∈ L, and m ∈M [9].

Figure 5: This figure illustrates a Extended Finite State Machine

Figure 5, shows an example of an Extended Finite State Machine.
The nodes are represented as states. The edges are annotated with
functions and the value of the variables. When Command() is executed
with variable c = 1, the system transitions from state A to state B.
The added information regarding data associated with the function’s
input variables, makes it Extended Finite State Machine [10].

2.3 timed automata

Timed automata is a finite automata with transitions annotated with
timing information. The timing information is in the form of guards,
which control the behaviour of the automaton. This type of model
is best suited for analyzing timing behaviour of software for safety
checks in application domains such as aeronautics, aerospace, auto-
motive [11].

Formally, a timed automaton is a tuple A = (Q,Σ,C,E,q0), where
Q is a finite set. The elements of Q are called the states of A. Σ is a
finite set of alphabet or actions. C is a finite set representing clock. E
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⊆ Q × Σ × B(C)×P(C)×Q is a transition relation, where B(C) is the
set of boolean clock constraints involving clocks from C, and P(C) is
the powerset of C. q0 is an element of Q, called the initial state. An
edge (q,a,g,r,q ′) from E is a transition from state q to q ′ with action
a, guard g and clock resets r [11].

Figure 6: This figure illustrates a timed automata

In Figure 6, for transition t2 to take place, it has to be done after 3
time units, x > 3 is the guard that controls this condition. For transi-
tion t3 to take place, it has to be done within 7 time units, x 6 7 is
the guard that controls this condition. If transition t1 is taken, then
the system enters S1 state with clock being reset by x := 0 [12].



3
R E L AT E D W O R K

This chapter is about the literature survey done related to learning
behavioral models of software.

3.1 learning automata

The following paper was considered as it was one of the earliest work
for learning automata.

Angluin in her paper [13] presents L* algorithm which learns an un-
known regular set over an alphabet from a minimally adequate teacher
efficiently. The minimally adequate teacher is a source of examples and
learning algorithm is the learner. The minimally adequate teacher has
to answer questions related to membership queries from the learner
when the learner asks, if a string t is a part of a unknown regular set.
Also, when the learner comes up with a description of a regular set,
the minimally adequate teacher has to say yes, if the regular set matches
the unknown set, and if the answer is no, then the minimally adequate
teacher generates a counter-example which starts the process again.

The concepts of minimally adequate teacher and generation of a counter-
example are experimented with, in this work.

3.2 inference of fsm

The following papers were referred since they used two different ap-
proaches to arrive at their end result which was an FSM.

Dallmeier et al. created a tool named ADABU which mined finite
state machines as behavioural models from executions of functions.
They classify the functions as inspectors which do not change the state
of the system, and mutators which change the state of the system af-
ter execution. They capture the state of the object by using inspec-
tor functions which they select after analysing the source code using
static analysis.
En-framing refers to calling the inspectors before and after the muta-
tor functions. After finding the inspectors using static analysis they
instrument the code of mutator functions by en-framing them with
the inspector functions. They use this novel method to capture the
data which helps to characterize the states as Empty or NotEmpty
instead of using random values for the states [8].

11



12 related work

The concept of characterizing the states from captured data through
instrumentation is invaluable to this work.

Kothari et al. have created a tool named FSMGen which learns an
FSM using symbolic execution technique and predicate analysis. They
say that error arises when there is a friction between programmer’s
intent and resulting code. They claim that if behavioural models of
tinyOS programs are given to the programmers, they can find changes
in behaviour and analyse the changes. They analyse only one version
of tinyOS programs and thus do not support how does a change look
like while a software is under development [5].

The work done in this master thesis explores their claim partly,
where there arises a need to compare two models, by generating be-
havioural models for different versions of the same software from
execution traces and visually comparing them.
The visual comparison algorithm mentioned in Chapter 4 of this
work, helps in spotting the changes between versions of the software,
and thus enables to visually see the changes, when the software was
under development.

3.3 inference of efsm

The following papers described their tool flow and how to derive an
EFSM from recorded traces.

Lorenzoli et al. in their paper mention that FSMs fail to capture the
relationship between data and component interaction. Where, data in-
fluences which function to execute next or which path to consider in
a conditional statement. Thus important information and behaviours
which are data dependent are lost [10].
They present GK-tails an inference algorithm which combines the k-
tails with Daikon. Daikon operates on a set of 〈variable, value〉 pairs
and generates an invariant such as v1 6 x 6 v2. Where x is the vari-
able, v1 and v2 are the upper and lower bounds respectively. Daikon
assists in finding data invariants and thus annotates the FSM with
data guards on the transitions. [14, 15, 10, 16].
They explain the GK-tails algorithm and compare 3 different merg-
ing criteria which they claim to be suitable for different quality of
test suits. They also mention that since the EFSM generated is depen-
dent on traces obtained from the test suits, the quality of test suits are
responsible for quality of models learned [10].

Walkinshaw et al. present the EFSM inference algorithm that incor-
porates machine learning techniques which assist in enhancing merg-
ing quality and producing a deterministic model. Each software gen-
erates traces which contain data unique to that particular software.
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They present that different machine learning algorithms can be ap-
plied depending on the uniqueness of the data generated by the soft-
ware to be modelled [16].

Both the papers mentioned above were crucial as it gave an insight
into the concepts of state merging and using machine learning to
enhance the merging process. Also, the addition of data to the final
behavioral model, was a concept worth exploring.

3.4 state merging algorithms

These papers were considered to particularly study state merging al-
gorithms.

Lambeau et al. present MSM algorithm which extends the basic merg-
ing algorithm using the concept of state coloring and state labeling.
State coloring helps to avoid merging incompatible states where as
state labeling helps in merging compatible states. MSM algorithm
uses domain knowledge to further enhance the merging process [17].

Dupont et al. propose a query-driven state merging algorithm (QSM).
In their work RPNI and Blue-Fringe algorithms are extended by sub-
mitting to the end-user membership queries. They also consider do-
main knowledge in the form of goals or domain properties which
further constraint state merging tasks and also reduces the number
of queries [18].

The idea of state labeling constraints from MSM algorithm was
beneficial as it could be used for the merging process when coupled
up with characterization of states.

3.5 positioning of the work

In this work, four tools were studied for their features and techniques.
Source code of EFSM tool was available as it is an open source project
[16], rest of the tools, such as FSMgen [5], Adabu [8], tool mentioned
in [10], were only described in their respective papers.

The tool mentioned in [10] is referred to as AGSBM, which is an
acronym of the paper’s title, since the authors did not mention any
name for their tool.
From Table 1, all four tools are compared based on a category and the
methods within that category. The categories were decided based on
the flow/working of the tools as described in their respective papers.

Comparison starts with the techniques used by the tools, where only
FSMgen uses symbolic execution and predicate analysis, whereas all
other tools use traces.
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Category Method FSMGen Adabu AGSBM EFSM tool

Technique Traces

Technique Symbolic execution

Trace generation Scenarios

Trace generation Randomization

Traces Abstraction

Traces Machine Learning

Merging Modified K-tails

Merging EDSM with ML

Merging MSM

Merging Custom

Final Model type FSM

Final Model type EFSM

Comparison Visual Comparison

Table 1: This table represents which methods were employed by the tools
mentioned in the related work section.

The method used for trace generation is scenario based for FSMgen,
Adabu and AGSBM. Random execution of the functions or random-
ization for generation of random scenarios was not utilized by any
tool, hence the feature is highlighted in yellow.

Traces undergo abstraction in Adabu for classification of states, whereas
EFSM tool uses machine learning classifiers.

When it comes to merging, AGSBM uses the GK-tails inference algo-
rithm [10]. EFSM tool modifies the GK-tails inference algorithm to
utilize the machine learning classifiers for the merging purpose. They
refer to it as EFSM inference algorithm [16]. Since, the MSM algorithm
[17] was not utilized by any tool it is highlighted in yellow.

The final inferred model is displayed as an FSM by FSMgen and Ad-
abu [5, 8]. EFSM tool and AGSBM display the final inferred model as
an EFSM [16, 10].

In the comparison category, the option to visually compare two differ-
ent behavioral models was not present in the tools studied as a part
of the related work in the area of learning behavioural models, and
thus this method is highlighted in yellow.
Except for EFSM tool all other tools require source code for learning
the model.

From Table 1, it is evident that there are gaps as far as utilizing ran-
domization of functions for creating random scenarios and visually
comparing the behavioral models are concerned.
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Based on the related work in the area of learning models of soft-
ware systems, Software Modelling Tool (SMT) 1.0 and 2.0 were cre-
ated. This tool models the behavior of the scenario from the traces
obtained after executing the methods in the scenario.

SMT 1.0 experiments with randomization and SMT 2.0 explores
the comparison of behavioral models at a small scale pertaining to a
RTOS kernel.

Although the related work was about learning the behavior model,
the tools were created to model the behavior, since this work was started
from scratch and intended to go in the direction of comparison of
learned models.





4
M E T H O D O L O G Y

This chapter is about the methods that were chosen to design the
tool to generate a behavioral model of a RTOS kernel. The following
sections describe the choices and the features that were considered
in detail. Every section has a short text, which explains the category,
followed by choices for that category and their features, followed by
motivation for the choice of method and lastly explanation of the
method.

At the end of this chapter, the choices of methods for every category
are summarized. A link between the development stages and choices
is presented.

4.1 final model type

As the name suggests, final model type is the way behaviour of a
system needs to be represented. How the final model will look like is
decided by the type of state machine chosen.

4.1.1 Choices for the final model type

Feature FSM Timed Automata EFSM

Basic concept X X

Information conveyed X X

Effectiveness for depicting behavioral model X

Table 2: This table depicts the choice of final model for representing behav-
ior.

As represented in Table 2, the following features were noted among
the choices of FSM, EFSM and Timed Automata.

• Basic Concept: This feature is about what an FSM, EFSM and
Timed automata represent.

– FSM represents a state machine with transition annotated
along the edges.

– EFSM represents a state machine with transition as well as
data associated with it annotated along the edges.

– Timed Automata is similar to EFSM but contains only tim-
ing data as guards.

17



18 methodology

• Information conveyed: This feature is about what information
is conveyed by the model.

– FSM conveys component interactions [10].

– Timed Automata conveys timing information.

– EFSM conveys relationship between next method to be ex-
ecuted based on data values [16, 10].

• Effectiveness for depicting behavioral models: This feature com-
pares how effective the information in the model is, for captur-
ing behavior of a software.

– Since data is not involved FSM may not be a better choice
for a final model as it may contain inaccuracies [16].

– Timed Automata is a viable choice since it contains timing
information.

– EFSM contains information related to data associated with
the methods and thus it is better suited for a behavioral
model.

FSM was chosen in the first stage of development as it would rep-
resent states and transitions, data would not be a part of the final
behavioral model. Also, the first two features were enough to pro-
ceed with this type as the inaccuracies could be tolerated, since, the
intended purpose of the behavioral model was not to classify correc-
t/incorrect behaviour [16] but to start with the prototyping of the
tool.

EFSM was chosen in the second stage of development as data was
possible to be stored along with respective transitions with additional
data-structures, and thus could be represented by the final behavioral
model.

4.2 techniques

Technique refers to the primary start point, which will impact the
design of the tool. This decision is about the input to the tool. The
decision is between, whether to give traces as input, or to give source
code as input to the tool.

4.2.1 Choices related to techniques

As shown Table 3, the following features were noted among the choices
of Traces and Symbolic Execution technique.

• Ease of implementation: This feature is about the ease with
which the technique can be implemented.
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Feature Symbolic execution Traces

Ease of implementation X

Instrumentation X

Source code X

Tools X

Table 3: This table depicts the choice of technique used for the tool.

– Compared to Symbolic execution technique, generating traces
was simpler to implement.

• Instrumentation: This feature allows to capture information be-
fore and after a method is executed.

– There was a need to instrument the code for trace genera-
tion, there was no such need for Symbolic Execution.

• Source code: This feature is about the necessity of source code.

– EFSM inference tool could learn behavioural model even if
only traces were provided as input [16], where as Symbolic
Execution depended on the source code of the software to
be modelled.

• Tool: This feature is about requirement of external tool.

– Instrumentation could be performed automatically with
a tool as well as manually, where as Symbolic Execution
strictly required a tool which would parse the source code.

Thus from the studied features, the choice was made to go ahead
with Traces, as it was simpler to implement although instrumentation
had to be performed manually. This choice could lead to a reverse en-
gineering tool incase the source code was not available, and no addi-
tional tool was required. Symbolic Execution is a powerful technique
and its effectiveness is discussed in Chapter 6.

4.2.2 Instrumentation of the code

Figure 7: This figures depicts the procedure of instrumentation
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In Figure 7, the methods isEmpty(), size() and isFull() are re-
ferred to as inspectors. The method enqueue() is referred to as muta-
tor.
Methods which do not have return type void, do not take parameters
as input and have no side effects are chosen as inspectors.

Instrumentation is performed to collect information regarding cer-
tain inspector methods before and after a mutator is executed. In
Figure 7, it can be seen that before the mutator method enqueue() is
executed, the methods isEmpty(), size() and isFull() execute and
store their respective outputs in a pre_state list. These same methods
are again executed after the call to mutator method enqueue() is per-
formed, their respective outputs are stored in a post_state list.

Thus, whenever a mutator method or the method that is called in
a scenario or randomly executed, information regarding that method
is stored in pre_state list and post_state list. So, when pre_state list and
post_state list, for all the mutator methods are appended together they
form a complex_state_list.

This complex_state_list is a input to the abstraction process as
described in Figure 11.

4.2.3 Instrumentation of the RTOS kernel functions

Embedded software or generally any software with threading capa-
bility makes use of concurrency. Thus, there are context switches that
happen between threads, there are also interrupt driven subroutines
which make it difficult to capture traces related to the function being
executed.

(a) Trace before wrapping loadcontext

(b) Trace after wrapping loadcontext

Figure 8: This figure depicts the need for instrumenting context switching
mechanism specific to embedded software
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The trace obtained without instrumenting Loadcontext() results
in mixing traces due to a context switch. The trace marked sendwait
response in Figure 8, is an example of what mixing of traces means.
send_wait() is supposed to block the task from which it is called
until the data that is sent to message box, is received by another task.

The trace marked "sendwait response" in Figure 8 contains 9,0,1,0
which is the information before the send_wait() method is executed.
It is followed by the name of the method and data associated to the in-
put, "sendWait_s_7" and Lastly information related to the rec_wait()

method, starting with 11,0,0,1.

This information related to rec_wait() method is not supposed to
be mixed with the trace of send_wait(). This is the problem specific
to embedded software as it is a state-full system, where the current
state depends on the previous state of the machine. RTOS is a state-
full system [7] consisting of context switching and interrupts. They
cause mixing of traces as observed in Figure 8.

Thus, this problem of mixing of traces had to be solved. send_wait()
and rec_wait() internally called Loadcontext() which would perform
the context switch. After Loadcontext() method was instrumented,
data corresponding to the send_wait() and rec_wait() method was
logged before performing the context switch, this fixed the problem
of trace mixing due to context switches. In Figure 8, it can be seen
that information of send_wait() and rec_wait() methods is on two
different lines. Also, the information gathered before and after the
call to respective methods is clearly logged on a per line basis as is
seen in Figure 8.

Thus, instrumentation had to be adapted to meet the needs of em-
bedded software which was in this work a Real Time Operating Sys-
tem Kernel.

4.2.4 Wrapper functions for instrumentation of RTOS kernel methods

The code is manually instrumented to capture the traces. Thus wrap-
per functions are written which are called during execution and the
required traces are captured with ease. Instrumentation of the func-
tions using wrappers is performed responsibly to keep the original
functionality of the method intact and not introduce any errors.
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1

exception initKernel(){

int initK = 0; // stores return value of init_kernel()

6 int isF = NULL; // stores return value of isFull()

int isE = NULL; // stores return value of isEmpty()

count = 0; // stores the length of readyList

11

fprintf(ft,"%d,%d,%d,%d, ",initK,isF,isE,count);

initK = init_kernel();

16 count = list_count(readyList);

fprintf(ft," initKernel,%d,%d,%d,%d\n",initK,isF,isE,
count );

21 return initK;

}

Listing 1: initKernel() wrapper function

Listing 1 shows the code for wrapper function initKernel().
The variables initK stores the return value of init_kernel() method.

Variables isF and isE are not usefull for this trace and thus are de-
fined as NULL, they are optionally kept, and can be removed as well.
The variable count is important as it holds the value for the size of
readyList.

It can be observed from the code in Listing 1 that information
needed to characterize the state is recorded before and after the call
to the function init_kernel() using fprintf() method. The first call to
fprintf() is before the call to init_kernel() method. The second
call is after the init_kernel() method, the information held in initK

and count is logged in a file whose file pointer is ft.

In a similar way, all other functions pertaining to the RTOS Kernel
API mentioned in Chapter 9 were wrapped for instrumentation. Also,
four additional functions were written to peform effective logging of
data for instrumentation, such as list_count() function, since they
were not a part of the original kernel API.
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4.3 trace generation

Trace generation is possible due to instrumentation. But to generate
traces, methods that have been instrumented need to be executed.
After the methods are executed, traces are logged in a text file, which
is used as an input to the tool.

4.3.1 Choices related to trace generation

Feature Randomization Scenarios

Type X X

Purpose X X

Table 4: This table depicts the features of randomization and scenarios for
trace generation

As shown in Table 4, the following features were noted among the
choices of Randomization and Scenarios.

• Type: This feature is about whether the method to be chosen is
automatic or manual in nature.

– Randomization has the feature of automatic execution of
methods, whereas Scenarios is of manual type.

• Purpose: This feature is about the intended purpose to explore
the software or focus on qualitative aspects.

– Randomization has a exploratory purpose and is useful to
map a bigger picture of the software as far as behaviour is
concerned.

– The purpose of scenarios is qualitative, and thus can be
effective in generating models local to the scenario.

Since, both the choices have their fair share of advantages, both
of those choices were considered in this work which gave a deeper
aspect to the study. Those aspects are discussed in Chapter 6. The
method for randomization is as follows.

API functions were indexed, i. e., a number was associated with
every function. A sequence of random numbers was generated. The
sequence included numbers between 0 and maximum value, where
maximum value was equal to total number of functions in the API.
The length of this sequence is variable. The functions were executed if
their index value matched the number in the random sequence. Thus,
every time a new random sequence was generated, the execution of
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functions depended on the sequence of random numbers which corre-
sponded to the indices of those functions. The indices of the bounded
queue API are mentioned in Chapter 6

At first randomization was experimented with in stage 1 of devel-
opment, but was dropped because of concerns related to it, these
concerns are discussed in Chapter 6. Since, this work was directed
towards embedded software, RTOS being a state-full system, random
input and scenario generation for the existing internal states would
have been too large [7].

Figure 9: Diffuse tool taking a diff of two versions.

In 2nd stage of development, scenarios were considered for trace
generation. Since, the end goal was to compare behavioural models,
changes in the source code had to be targeted. These changes had
to be functional in nature. Also, only those functions which were
allowed to be called by the user were considered for evaluation using
a diff tool.

For this purpose, diffuse an open source diff tool was used, which
could highlight the changes in the source code [19]. It highlighted all
the changes which were syntactic as well as functional. An instance of
diffuse in action is shown in Figure 9. None the less, it was an effective
method to take the diff of the source code from version to version for
the files that had methods which were allowed to be called by the
user, and then design the scenario around the methods that changed
functionally. Kernel space functions were not a part of this process.
Checking if the methods changed functionally was done manually.
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Thus to compare behavioural models, scenarios that included func-
tionally changed methods were designed along with general scenar-
ios.

4.4 scenarios used in this work

4.4.1 RTOS functions used for the Scenarios

The user space functions which are instrumented for the scenarios
are described below. Detailed specification is provided in Chapter 9.

1. init_kernel()

This function initializes the kernel and its data structures and
leaves the kernel in start-up mode. The init_kernel call must be
made before any other call is made to the kernel.

2. createtask(void(∗task_body)(),uintdeadline)

This function creates a task. If the call is made in startup mode,
i.e., the kernel is not running, only the necessary data structures
will be created. However, if the call is made in running mode, it
will lead to a rescheduling and possibly a context switch.

3. run()

This function starts the kernel and thus the system of created
tasks. Since, the call will start the kernel it will leave control to
the task with tightest deadline. Therefore, it must be placed last
in the application initialization code. After this call the system
will be in running mode.

4. terminate()

This call will terminate the running task. All data structures
for the task will be removed. Thereafter, another task will be
scheduled for execution.

5. create_mailbox(int nof_msg, int size_of_msg)

This call will create a Mailbox. The Mailbox is a FIFO communi-
cation structure used for asynchronous and synchronous com-
munication between tasks.

6. send_wait( Mailbox* mBox, void* Data)()

This call will send a message to the specified mailbox.

7. receive_wait( Mailbox* mBox, void* Data)

This call will attempt to receive a message from the specified
mailbox.
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4.4.2 Communication Scenarios

1. Initialize the RTOS kernel, create a mailbox of size 1, send a mes-
sage using send_wait() and receive it using receive_wait().

2. Initialize the RTOS kernel, create a mailbox of size 5, send a mes-
sage using send_no_wait() and receive it using receive_no_wait().

3. Initialize the RTOS kernel, create a mailbox of size 5, receive
a message using receive_wait(), then send a message using
send_wait(), then do the opposite.

4. Initialize the RTOS kernel, create a mailbox of size 5, continu-
ously send a message using send_no_wait() even after the mes-
sage box is full then continuously receive it using receive_no_wait()

even after the message box is empty.

5. Initialize the RTOS kernel, create a mailbox of size 1, send a
message using send_wait() and wait until deadline.

6. Initialize the RTOS kernel, create a mailbox of size 1, receive it
using receive_wait() and wait until deadline.

7. Initialize the RTOS kernel, create a mailbox of size 1, receive
it using receive_no_wait() and then send a message using
send_no_wait().

4.4.3 Task Scenarios

1. Initialize the RTOS kernel, create a task of deadline 100, termi-
nate the task.

2. Initialize the RTOS kernel, create the first task of deadline 100,
create a second task of deadline 90 from inside the first task,
create a third task of deadline 80 from inside the second task,
create a fourth task of deadline 70 from inside the third task.
Start terminating the task in the reverse order from fourth to
first.

4.4.4 Timing Scenarios

Timing scenarios differ from task scenarios since timing scenarios con-
tain the wait() method which blocks the tasks for a certain time.

1. Initialize the RTOS kernel, create a task of deadline 100, make
it wait and then terminate the task.

2. Initialize the RTOS kernel, create the first task of deadline 100,
create a second task of deadline 70 from inside the first task.
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Make the task 70 wait for 20 time units, then terminate it. Make
the first task wait for 70 time units and then terminate it as well.

3. Initialize the RTOS kernel, create the first task of deadline 100,
create a second task of deadline 70 from inside the first task.
Make the task 70 wait until deadline, then terminate it. Make
the first task wait until deadline and then terminate it as well.

4.5 analysis of the traces

After the traces are generated, the tool needs to analyse them in-order
to convert those traces into states and transitions.

4.5.1 Choices related to analysis of traces

Feature Machine Learning Abstraction

Portability X

Pattern X

Ease of implementation X

Table 5: This table depicts the choice of abstraction for analysis of the traces
by the tool.

As shown in Table 4, the following features were noted among the
choices of Abstraction and Machine Learning to perform analysis of
traces.

• Portability: This feature compares if the method shall make the
tool applicable to other software or be confined to the one de-
signed for.

– Machine Learning has the advantage of portability, where
as Abstraction is a hard coded technique and gets tied to
the software it is designed for [16, 8].

• Pattern: This features compares the methods based on a need
for pattern in the traces.

– Having a pattern in the data is crucial for Machine Learn-
ing classifiers to be effective, where as Abstraction has the
advantage even if there is no pattern in the data [8], which
is not the case generally when traces are generated, but its
a point in favour of abstraction.

• Ease of Implementation: This feature compares how feasible the
method is to implement at a early stage of development.
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– Machine Learning is a high level approach to consider
when building a tool from scratch, where as abstraction
although tedious to adapt to a new software, is simpler to
implement as it resembles a fixed decision tree.

Figure 10: An example of a traces having variation in data for each method
executed in the scenario

Training of Machine learning classifiers requires large amount of
trace data, which in turn requires large number of different scenar-
ios. With randomization it is possible to generate large amount of
traces automatically, but RTOS being an embedded software, needs
additional logic to call the different methods. This complicates trace
generation process. Also, trace data that is obtained from scenarios
due to instrumentation has many variations as shown in Figure 10.

Training a classifier on such a data set is a daunting task, as it may
lead to mis-classifications. The tool is in its nascent stages, using a ad-
vanced technique such as machine learning would have side tracked
the study, since the goal was to visually compare behavioral models.

Thus, abstraction process was used, as it can model the behavior as
a state machine based on observed values, staying true to the inten-
tion of behaviour modelling of embedded software using execution
traces. Hence, customizing the decision tree of abstraction process to
suit the data was simple to implement, rather than using machine
learning or any other learning algorithm on traces that had variation
in data related to every method.

As a part of future work, integrating the technique of machine
learning into SMT 2.0 to learn a behavioral model is discussed in
Chapter 6.

4.5.2 Abstraction

In Figure 11, an example of complex_state_list is illustrated. pre_state
list contains data before execution of enqueue() method. post_state
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Figure 11: This figure depicts the method of generation of a com-
plex_state_list which is a input to the abstraction process for anal-
ysis of the traces by the tool.

list contains data after the execution of enqueue() method. As illus-
trated in Figure 11, the pre_state and post_state lists store data
from isEmpty(), size() and isFull() methods. These methods are
executed before and after the enqueue() method as a part of instru-
mentation.

Thus when pre_state and post_state list is combined with the
method being instrumented, in this case, the enqueue() method, it re-
sults in a complex_state_list. So complex_state_list is appended
for every method that is executed and is instrumented.

Thus complex_state_list contains lists of all the functions that are
executed along with the pre_state and post_state lists.

Figure 12: This figure depicts the method of abstraction for analysis of the
traces by the tool

Abstraction is the process of analyzing the raw data contained in
the pre_state and post_state list associated with every executed
method. Thus, when complex_state_list undergoes the process of
abstraction, simple_state_list is obtained.

Figure 12, illustrates a simple example of abstraction for the enqueue()
method.

In Figure 12, line marked 1 illustrates the functions used for in-
strumenting the enqueue() function. In the same Figure 12, the line
marked 2 illustrates one of the lists in the complex_state_list. It
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Figure 13: This figure depicts the output of abstraction process which is a
simple_state_list

also shows data collected as a result of instrumenting the enqueue()

function with isEmpty(), size() and isFull() functions. Thus line 1
and 2 in Figure 12 show the co-relation between instrumentation and
data collected. Line 3 in Figure 12 is the result of abstraction, which
is obtained after the data in line 2 is classified according to certain
criteria.

So to the left of enqueue() method on line 3 in Figure 12, the state
is classified as Empty state. Since the data associated with isEmpty

method is equal to 1. To the right of enqueue() method on line 3 in
Figure 12, the state is classified as NotEmpty state. Since the data
associated with size method is equal to 1. This is how abstraction
process analyzes data contained in the pre_state and post_state

lists associated with the executed method.

The states that have been classified are referred to as abstract states.
The process which maps the raw data to abstract states is called ab-
straction. simple_state_list as shown in Figure 13 is thus a collec-
tion of lists that have undergone the abstraction process.

The code responsible for performing classification is a fixed deci-
sion tree, which is developed by observing data values and is called
as Abstraction_engine().

4.6 merging algorithm

After the traces have been analysed a Prefix Tree Acceptor (PTA) is
generated. PTA is a tree data structure annotated at the edges by
transitions. Common edges in a PTA share the same path up-to a
point where they diverge. Once this PTA is generated, it has to be
merged to combine equivalent states and obtain a compact leaned
behavioural model.

Four merging algorithms were studied in this work and their prop-
erties analysed for implementation purpose. The four types of merg-
ing algorithms are described in the following subsections.
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4.6.1 GK- tails

GK-tail produces an EFSM by processing a set of interaction traces.
It works in four main steps as mentioned in [10]:

1. Merge traces.

2. Generate predicates associated with traces.

3. Create an initial EFSM.

4. Merge equivalent states to obtain the final EFSM.

Merging of the states is done by a modified K-tails algorithm. Dur-
ing merging the pair of states to be merged is decided by the choice
of merging criterion. This merge criterion is where GK-tails differs
from the original K-tails algorithm. These criterion consider the path
between the two states to be merged and the predicates of those paths.
Predicates are a general descriptions of the conditions related to vari-
ables and their data, which are captured in a {var,data} format. The
merging criterion used for GK-tails merge algorithm are as follows
[10].

1. Equivalency criterion: If path between the chosen pair of states
match and the predicates match as well, then the selected states
are equivalent and ready to merge.

2. Weak subsumption: If the path between the chosen pair of states
match, but the predicates of the paths of one state are a subset
of the other, then this criterion is called weak subsumption.

3. Strong subsumption: If the path between the chosen pair of
states and predicates of those paths of one state are a subset
of the other, then this criterion is called strong subsumption.

4.6.2 EFSM

The EFSM inference algorithm is a modified version of the Evidence
Driven State Merging (EDSM) algorithm. The inclusion of machine
learning classifiers makes EFSM different from EDSM. As shown in
Algorithmus 1, the EFSM inference algorithm and its functionality is
as follows [16].

• The algorithm starts with a prepareDataTraces() method, which
groups the traces function wise along with data and a class vari-
able to each data point, which denotes the label of the following
function.
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Algorithmus 1 : EFSM inference algorithm
Data : EFSM, 4, k, c, DataTraces, s1, s2, t1, t2, Vars
/* Here A is shorthand for the collection (S, s0, F, L, 4, T ) as per
definition of an EFSM. Components of A are denoted by
subscript (e.g. As) */
/*s1, s2 ∈ S */
/*t1,t2 ∈ T*/
/*Given a variable domain V and a set of classes C, a DataTrace
TD of size n can be defined as a set {(v0,c0),...,(vn,cn)}, where a
vector of variable assignments vi is mapped to its corresponding
class ci*/
/*Vars is a one-to-many mapping from transitions in T to trace
elements in Traces. k is an (optional) integer > 0 representing a
minimum merge score */
Result : An EFSM consistent with Traces.

1 infer(Traces,k) begin:
2 DataTraces← prepareDataTraces(Traces)
3 4 ← inferClassifiers(DataTraces)
4 (A,Vars)← generatePTA(Traces,4)

5 while (s1, s2)← choosePairs(A,4,k) do
6 (A’,Vars’)← merge(A, (s1, s2), Vars)
7 if consistent(A’,4,Vars) then
8 A←A’
9 Vars←Vars’

10 end
11

12 end
13 return (A)

14 end
15 merge(A, s1, s2, Vars) begin:
16 AS←AS \ s1;
17 AF ←AF \ s1;
18 AT← changeSources(s1out, s2, T);
19 AT← changeDestinations(s1in, s2, T);
20 while (t1,t2)← equivalentTransitions(AT ,s2,A4) do
21 if (t1dest == t2dest) then
22 Vars(t2)←Vars(t2)

⋃
Vars(t1)

23 AT ←AT \ t1

24 else
25 (A,Vars)←merge(A, (t1dest, t2dest), Vars);
26 end
27 end
28 return (A,4)
29 end
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• These data traces are processed by a classifier and is available
as denoted by δ

• The method generatePTA() generates a PTA.

• The choosepairs() method chooses two states to be merged
which are equivalent. States are proclaimed as equivalent if their
attached data values predict the same label, thus integrating
the machine learning classifiers which makes it different from
EDSM.

• The merge function primarily relies on the equivalentTransitions()
method. It proclaims two transitions as equivalent based on
both, label as well as data. The merged machine A ′ and data
Vars are checked for consistency with classifier δ

The end result of EFSM inference algorithm is an EFSM consistent
with Traces.
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4.6.3 MSM Algorithm

Algorithmus 2 : MSM algorithm for state merging based on state
coloring and state labeling
Input : A non-empty initial positive and negative sample (S+,

S−)
Input : Labeling and coloring constraints
Output : A DFA A consistent with (S+, S−) and all constraints

1 // Compute a PTA, let N denote the number of its states
2 // PTA← Initialize(S+, S−); π← {{0}, {1}, ..., {N − 1}}
3 //Merge all states according to labeling constraints
4 while (Bi, Bj)← FindSameBlocks(π) do
5 π←Merge(π,Bk, Bl)
6 end
7 // Main state-merging loop
8 while (Bi, Bj)← ChoosePair(π) do
9 try

10 π←Merge(π,Bi, Bj )
11 end
12 catch
13 avoid

14 // next state pair to consider
15 end
16 return (PTA\A)
17 end
18 // This function merges two blocks and removes non-determinism
19 //recursively while checking coloring constraints
20 merge(π,Bi,Bj) begin:
21 if (incompatible(Bi,Bj) then
22 raise avoid
23 end
24 while (Bk, Bl)← FindNonDeterminism(π,Bi, Bj ) do
25 π←Merge(π,Bk, Bl)
26 end
27 return π
28 end
29

MSM is a state merging algorithm Algorithmus 2 that generates a
DFA using mandatory merge constraints. It not only takes into consid-
eration the states which are not to be merged, but also considers the
states that can be merged as well. For this purpose, MSM uses color-
ing constraints and labeling constraints. Coloring constraints contain
the knowledge about incompatibilities between states of a PTA. La-
beling constraints contain the information of the states with same la-
bel that can be merged. The algorithm also uses positive and negative
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samples of traces. Positive samples are the traces that can be executed
by the software. Negative samples are the traces that are not allowed
for execution by the software [17].

MSM algorithm starts by generating a PTA from positive and nega-
tive samples using the Initialize() method. The FindSameBlocks()

methods provides the states with same label to be merged using the
labeling constraints. Thus, states with labeling constraints are merged
before the main merge loop [17].

The main merge loop starts with ChoosePair() method, which
chooses a set of state pair based on standard lexicographic order of
strings. The merge method recursively merges the states to remove
any non-determinism. It checks for coloring constraints only as label-
ing constraints have already being satisfied. On the first occurrence
of a DFA, the merging process is stopped [17].

4.6.4 Choices related to merging algorithm

Feature GK-tails EFSM inference MSM Custom merge algorithm

PTA X X X

Check label and data X X X

Choose pairs based on predictions X

State labelling for compatibility X X

State coloring for incompatibility X

Table 6: This table depicts the choice of merging algorithm and the features
selected for the custom merge algorithm.

As shown in Table 6 the following features were noted among the
choices of GK-tails, EFSM inference algorithm, MSM algorithm.

• PTA: PTA is an initial automaton that is generated from traces.

– All the tools generate an initial PTA from input traces with
subtle variation in methods.

• Check Label and Data: This is a feature used during merging
process to identify common transitions and data associated with
those transitions.

– GK-tails and EFSM considered the transitions and data as-
sociated with them while merging two states.

– MSM had domain knowledge factored in for merging.

• Choose pairs based on prediction: A feature to choose states as
merge candidates based on predictions from classifiers.

– Only EFSM used this feature, and claims to be better than
GK-tails and Adabu [16].
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– Other tools did not use machine learning classifiers to guide
their merging process.

• State labeling for compatibility: A feature to consider a state fit
for merging with a state with same label.

– This feature was used by MSM algorithm as mandatory
merge constraints, that need to be merged first.

– Other tools focused more on incompatibility of states.

• State coloring for incompatibility: A feature to signify its incom-
patibility to merge.

– MSM used this feature in addition to state labeling.

– Other tools find incompatibility of states based on non-
common transitions or classifiers, but do not mention state
coloring.

State information was already obtained by abstraction process. It
would be logical to take advantage of that information. Thus, the
concept of state labeling was important, which was used by MSM al-
gorithm [17]. The abstracted traces if used to populated a graph data
structure would simplify the input to the merging algorithm, than
generating a PTA. A non-recursive approach would further simplify
the process of merging. But, while merging transition as well as data
has to be considered. These were the requirement which had to be
met in-order to simplify the implementation of merging process.

The algorithms studied in Table 6, satisfied one or two require-
ments, but not all requirements individually. Thus, there was a need
to develop a custom algorithm, which would satisfy those require-
ments to simplify the implementation of merging process.
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4.7 custom merge algorithm

Algorithmus 3 : Custom Algorithm for merging the states of initial
graph.
Input : Object of class Automaton, denoted by A
Input : simple_state_list which is obtained after abstraction.
Output : An Automaton which represents the behavioural model

1 // AI ← create_initial_graph(A, simple_state_list).
2 main_merge(AI) begin:
3 Aσ ←start_merge(AI)
4 AM ←filter_efsm(Aσ)
5 AG ←make_final_efsm(AM)
6 return AG
7 end
8 start_merge(AI) begin:
9 e = find_all_eqvivalent_states(AI)

10 for l ∈ e do
11 if (len(l) < 0) then
12 //cannot merge empty list
13 else if (len(l) = 1) then
14 node←l0
15 tnl← all_neighbours_of_node(node)∈ AI
16 Aσ ← merge_given_list(tnl)
17 else
18 Aσ ← merge_given_list(l)
19 end
20 end
21 return Aσ
22 end
23 merge_given_list(l) begin:
24 ns ←l0
25 for nd ∈ l do
26 if attribute(ns) == attribute(nd) then
27 if labels match then
28 if data match then
29 //Add transition and data to σ during first run
30 else
31 // Add new data to σ
32 end
33 else
34 //Add new transition along with data to σ
35 end
36 else
37 //mark in incompatible and do not merge
38 end
39 end
40 return σ
41 end
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The custom merge algorithm starts by building an initial graph
from the create_initial_graph() method.

The main merge loop then starts by processing this initial graph
AI using the start_merge() method, which generates a intermediate
transition list Aσ. This intermediate transition list is then processed to
remove redundancy in state pairs using filter_efsm() method. The
filtered transition list AM is then displayed with make_final_efsm()

method.

In this algorithm, equivalent states are the states that have the same
attribute, much like state labeling concept of MSM algorithm [17]. The
start_merge() method starts by finding all equivalent states using
initial graph AI as input, and stores them in a list. All those lists are
collectively stored in e. It then loops over e, with l being the list that
consists all the equivalent states. The length of the list is checked to
identify if there exists a single node with unique attribute. Merging
the neighbours of this node is done by generating tnl and giving it
to the merge_given_list() method. If length of l is greater than one,
then the list is given directly to merge_given_list() method.

The merge_given_list() method merges the equivalent states of in-
put list l. The node marked nS is the source node. The node marked
as nd is the destination node. Attributes of ns and nd are checked. If
attributes are equivalent then a second check is performed for match-
ing labels. If labels match then their data is considered, if the data is
different, then new data is added to σ, else, just the transition is added
to σ corresponding to (nS,nd). During the first run of the loop, transi-
tion and data needs to be added. If labels do not match, then the new
transition along with its data is added to σ corresponding to (nS,nd).
If the attributes do not match, then the states are considered incom-
patible. merge_given_list() returns the intermediate node transition
map σ.
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Algorithmus 4 : Custom Algorithm for filtering and displaying
the final efsm
Input : Object of class Automaton, denoted by A
Input : intermediate transition list σ obtained from start_merge().
Output : An Automaton which represents the behavioural model

1 // AI ← create_initial_graph(A, simple_state_list).
2 filter_efsm(Aσ) begin:
3 transl ←get_transition_list∈ Aσ
4 sl←state_list∈ A pl← generate_pair_list(sl)
5 for p ∈ pl do
6 for k ∈ transl do
7 if (attribute(p) == attribute(k)) then
8 if labels match then
9 if data match then

10 //Add transition and data to to M if first run
11 else
12 //add the new data to the label
13 //for the current pair p and store in M
14 end
15 else
16 //add the new transition for the current pair p
17 //and store in M
18 end
19 end
20 end
21 return M
22 end
23 make_final_efsm(AM) begin:
24 G ∈ A // Populates a graph G with the states and transitions

along with
25 // the data from M, assign a color to the states. G←M∈ A
26 return AG
27 end

filter_efsm() takes σ as the input and stores it in transl. It then
generates a list pl consisting of all possible state pairs. The state pairs
that are common to pl and transl and match in attribute are con-
sidered for processing only. These state pairs are checked for labels
and data. If label and data match, add to p if its a first run. If labels
match but data is different then add the new data to the label for
the current pair p and store in M. If label and data both are differ-
ent then add the new transition for the current pair p and store in
M. The final node transition map M is returned by filter_efsm().
M is then used to populate a graph G by make_final_efsm() and
displayed using Draw(AG).
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4.8 visual comparison

If two versions of a software are compared directly by taking a differ-
ence of the source codes then all kinds of changes are highlighted as
shown in Figure 9. All kinds of changes refer to syntactic changes as
well as functional changes. Syntactic changes being, changes in struc-
ture of the code considering the delimiting brackets, changes in vari-
able names, changes in function names and so on. Functional changes
are also highlighted. This creates a lot of ambiguity to extract pure
functional changes which help in identifying the behavioral changes
between the two versions [6].

Differential Symbolic Execution [6] is a technique solving this prob-
lem using symbolic execution. But this technique precisely identifies
the behavioral difference of the methods between version and not
their interaction with other functions. Differential symbolic execution
is a powerful technique and its usage to further improve this work is
discussed in Chapter 6.

Another way to solve this problem is to obtain behavioral models
of the two versions and visually compare those models to find dif-
ferences. The advantage being, direct functional changes can be com-
pared directly by taking the difference of the two behavioral models
and not their source codes. Thus a visual comparison algorithm Algo-
rithmus 5 was developed to identify difference in behaviour among
the versions of a software. Visual comparison algorithm and the idea
to visually compare two behavioral models is the unique contribution
of this work. Difference of source code was taken for kernel space
functions after certain behavioral models were obtained and visually
compared. Since, the kernel space functions of the RTOS were not in-
strumented. To pin point the method responsible for indirectly influ-
encing the behavior observed in behavioral model, visual comparison
was used along with source code difference.
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Algorithmus 5 : Algorithm for comparison of two learned be-
havioural models
Input : Object of class Automaton, denoted by X
Input : Object of class Automaton, denoted by Y
Output : Objects of class Automaton containing information of

different transitions
1 compare_model(X, Y) begin:
2 x:=0 y:=0

3 cdx, fdx ←M∈ X
4 cdy, fdy ←M∈ Y
5 for kx ∈ fdx do
6 for ky ∈ fdy do
7 if (attribute(kx) == attribute(ky)) then
8 lx ←kx ∈ fdx ly ←ky ∈ fdy
9 //Match lx with ly

10 if Matched then
11 x←1,y←1

12 else
13 x←0,y←0

14 end
15 if (x == 1 and y == 1) then
16 //both pass delete Kx ∈ cdx , Ky ∈ cdy
17 else
18 //remove lx

⋃
ly

19 Kx ∈ cdx ←lx
20 Ky ∈ cdy ←ly
21 end
22 end
23 if cdX == 0 and cdY == 0 then
24 //core dict is empty, print efsm matched
25 else
26 //print efsm not matched
27 end
28 end
29 return cdX, cdY
30 end
31 visualize_final_efsm(X) begin:
32 M ∈ X cdx ∈ X
33 //Populate a graph G ∈ X with the nodes and transitions in

M.
34 // color the graph G with the transitions and
35 // respective data associated with the transitions
36 // using the information in cdx
37 XG ←G∈ X
38 return XG
39 end
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The visual comparison algorithm 5 takes two objects X and Y of
class automaton as inputs. cdx and fdx contain the final state pairs
and their corresponding transitions for automaton X. cdy and fdr
contain the final state pairs and their corresponding transitions for
automaton Y.

The equivalency of state pairs Kx and Ky is checked by compar-
ing their attributes. If the attributes match, then the lists lx and ly
containing the transitions for that particular state pair belonging to
X and Y, respectively, are matched. If lx and ly match, x and y are
1, then state pairs Kx and Ky and their corresponding transitions are
deleted from cdx and cdy. If lx and ly do not match, then transitions
common to them are removed. lx and ly are reassigned to their re-
spective state pair Kx and Ky in cdx and cdy. When cdx and cdy both
are empty, the EFSM X and Y are deemed as matched, else otherwise.
compare_model() returns cdx and cdy.

To visualize the changes between X and Y, visualize_efsm() method
is used. It populates a graph G with the nodes and transitions in M.
It colors the transitions using the information in cdx. Thus, making
it possible to visually justify if one model differs from another. The
populated and colored graph G is displayed using Draw(XG).

4.9 development stages of the tool

Figure 14: Development stages of the tool

Figure 14 shows the order in which the development took place.

• The development was started with SMT 1.0, which was directed
towards obtaining a behavioral model of a bounded queue. This
was the first stage of development as shown in Figure 14.
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• The second stage was related to the development of SMT 2.0
which was also directed towards obtaining a behavioral model
of a bounded queue as shown in Figure 14, but with major
changes as compared to first stage.

• The third stage was related to the adaptation of SMT 2.0 to a
RTOS kernel as the embedded software to be modelled for its
behavior. The methods were directed to obtain a model for the
RTOS kernel.

4.10 summary of choices

Category Method FSMGen Adabu AGSBM EFSM tool SMT 1.0 SMT 2.0

Technique Traces

Technique Symbolic execution

Trace generation Scenarios

Trace generation Randomization

Traces Abstraction

Traces Machine Learning

Merging Modified K-tails

Merging EDSM with ML

Merging MSM

Merging Custom

Final Model type FSM

Final Model type EFSM

Comparison Visual Comparison

Table 7: This table illustrates the choices from methodology that were made
for the tools SMT 1.0 and SMT 2.0, green signifies derived from
other tools, grey signifies a combination, yellow signifies unique to
that tool.

The decision to use a particular method for the specific categories
culminated in two tools with unique characteristics.

The decisions taken during the first stage were as follows:

• The tool was chosen to operate on traces as input.

• Random execution of functions was experimented with in this
stage for generation of traces based on instrumentation.

• Abstraction of traces was decided as a method to convert traces
into states and transitions.

• The model was decided to be represented as a FSM.

These decisions culminated in SMT 1.0
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The decisions taken during the second stage were as follows:

• The tool was chosen to operate on traces as input.

• Scenarios were designed manually to generated traces based on
instrumentation.

• Abstraction of traces was decided as a method to convert traces
into states and transitions.

• Development of a custom merge algorithm was decided for this
tool.

• The model was decided to be represented as a EFSM.

• Visual compare option was added to this tool.

These decisions culminated in SMT 2.0. The decision to include
visual comparison option helped in the third stage of the tool for
comparing the behavioral models of RTOS kernels.



5
R E S U LT S

This chapter is divided into two parts. First part is about the tools that
were developed. Second part is about the results that were obtained
by applying the tool on a RTOS kernel.

5.1 smt 1 .0

Figure 15: This figure is about the first stage of the development stage where
SMT 1.0 was developed with bounded queue as the software to
be modelled

SMT 1.0 was the result of decisions taken during first stage of devel-
opment as signified by the highlighted green box in Figure 15.
SMT 1.0 randomly executed functions of the bounded queue. Data
collected from these executions was processed by SMT 1.0 using a
abstraction engine. Final output was a behavioral model of the queue.
Following section describes how SMT 1.0 obtained a behavioral model
of the bounded queue. Description of bounded queue API is provided
in Chapter 8.

45
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import networkx as nx

from nxpd import draw

4 q = Queue(max_size)

seq = make_random_sequence()

complex_state_list = generate_complex_state_list(seq,q)

9

simple_state_list = convert_to_abstract_state(

complex_state_list,max_size)

initial_clean_state_machine = clean_up_state_machine(

simple_state_list)

14 G = poplulate_graph(initial_clean_state_machine)

draw(G)

teacher_result = " fa i l "
19

final_clean_state_machine = initial_clean_state_machine

new_complex_state_list = complex_state_list

while True:

24

teacher_result, new_seq = teacher_analysis(

final_clean_state_machine,max_size)

count = count + 1

29 if teacher_result == "pass":

print_table(final_clean_state_machine)

break

34 new_complex_state_list = update_complex_state_list(

new_seq,new_complex_state_list,q)

new_simple_state_list = convert_to_abstract_state(

new_complex_state_list,max_size)

final_clean_state_machine = clean_up_state_machine(

new_simple_state_list)

39

FG = poplulate_graph(final_clean_state_machine)

draw(FG)

Listing 2: Order of SMT 1.0 function calls
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Listing 2 shows the steps taken by SMT 1.0 to obtain a behavioral
model which are described as follows.

5.1.1 Step 1: Generate a random sequence

The method make_random_sequence() is used to generate a random
sequence. An example of one such random sequence is [0, 0, 4, 4].

5.1.2 Step 2: Instrumentation of functions

Figure 16: The output for generate_complex_state_list() function of SMT 1.0

The method generate_complex_state_list() accepts the random sequence
generated in step 1 as an input. It then executes the functions accord-
ing to their index positions and generates a complex_state_list. This
complex_state_list is generated by the method of instrumentation
described in Chapter 4. Figure 16 shows a complex_state_list which
is the output of generate_complex_state_list() for the random sequence
[0, 0, 4, 4].

5.1.3 Step 3: Abstract the states

Figure 17: The output of the convert_to_abstract_state() function of SMT 1.0

The complex_state_list is given as a input to
convert_to_abstract_state() which uses the process of abstraction de-
scribed in Chapter 4 to generate a simple_state_list. Figure 17, shows
an example of simple_state_list obtained after the abstraction pro-
cess.

5.1.4 Step 4: Initial behavioral model

The simple_state_list is processed to remove any duplicate transi-
tions which may arise due to repeated execution of the same function,
since random execution is employed in this tool.
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The clean_up_state_machine(simple_state_list) method removes the
duplicate transitions and gives the output as an
initial_clean_state_machine.

At this step, initial_clean_state_machine obtained is displayed
as an initial behavioral model by populating a graph data structure
using poplulate_graph(simple_state_list). Figure 18, shows the initial be-
havioral model.

Figure 18: The initial model obtainted by SMT 1.0

5.1.5 Step 4: Final behavioral model

The initial behavioral model is then used by teacher_analysis() method
to build a better model of the queue by repeating the steps 1 to 3. The
method teacher_analysis() checks if the length of the list containing
the abstracted transitions i. e., final_clean_state_machine is equal
to the estimated transitions.

The estimated transitions for a particular software are number of
states multiplied by the number of functions. Assuming that all the
functions can be called in all the states, and the number of states are
known.

Once the length of the final_clean_state_machine is equal to the
estimated transitions, the process is stoped and the final behavioral
model is displayed using the draw() function.

Since, the estimated transitions may not be accurate, the behavioral
model is not a complete model of the queue.

If pre-conditions are considered it may be possible to obtain pre-
cise estimated transitions, but at the cost of accuracy of the behavioral
model, as transitions that are illegal in some states may not be a part
of the final behavioral model. Even if estimated transitions are pre-
cise, the queue has to be tried for different sizes including negative,
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Figure 19: The Final behavioral model obtained from SMT 1.0

zero and one. Thus, tending towards a complete behavioral model.
But, since the purpose of the model was representing behavior, and
not classifying correct or incorrect behavior, the inaccuracies were tol-
erated [16].

Figure 19, shows the final model generated by SMT 1.0.
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5.2 smt 2 .0

Figure 20: This figure is about the second stage of the development stage
where SMT 2.0 was developed with bounded queue as the soft-
ware to be modelled.

SMT 2.0 was the result of decisions taken during second stage of
development as signified by the highlighted blue box in Figure 20.

1

from nxpd import draw

from XDFA import automaton

from merging_basic_efsm import *
from trace_reader import *

6

trace_object = open( ’ t racef i le . txt ’, ’ r ’)

complex_state_list = read_trace(trace_object)

11 simple_state_list = abstraction_engine(complex_state_list)

dfa = automaton()

initial_graph = create_initial_graph(dfa, simple_state_list)

16

draw(initial_graph.G)

merged_automaton= start_merge(initial_graph)

21 draw(merged_automaton.G)

model = filter_efsm(merged_automaton)

make_final_efsm(model)

26

draw(model.final_efsm)

Listing 3: Order of SMT 2.0 function calls
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Listing 3, shows the steps taken by SMT 2.0 to obtain a behavioral
model which are described as follows.

5.2.1 Step 1: Instrument the functions

Figure 21: This figure shows the trace logged for the bounded queue sce-
nario after instrumentation by SMT 2.0

Figure 21, shows the generated traces which is the result of instru-
mentation and use of scenarios, since the decision was taken to give
traces as input to the tool, as mentioned in Chapter 4. These traces
are stored in a text file.

5.2.2 step 2: Read the trace

The method read_trace(trace_object) is used to read tracefile.txt and its
output is a complex_state_list which is similar to Figure 16

5.2.3 Step 3: Abstract the states

The complex_state_list from step 2 is given as an input to abstrac-
tion_engine(complex_state_list) method, which generates a simple_state_list
using the method of abstraction described in Chapter 4. The output
is similar to Figure 17.

5.2.4 Step 4: Creating an initial graph

In this step, an object of class automaton is created, which is named
dfa, as mentioned in Listing 3.

As shown in Figure 22 an initial graph is created by the create_initial_graph()
method which takes the object dfa and simple_state_list as input.
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Figure 22: This figure shows the initial graph generated by the cre-
ate_initial_graph() function of SMT 2.0

5.2.5 Step 5: Merging the initial graph

The initial graph is then merged using a custom merge algorithm and
the resulting output is shown in Figure 23.

5.2.6 Step 6: Filtering the merged state machine

During the merging process the transitions of the initial graph are not
deleted and hence these old transitions must be filtered out in order
to get the actual merged graph. This is done using the filter_efsm()
method.
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Figure 23: This figure shows the intermediate merged graph generated by
the start_merge() function of SMT 2.0

5.2.7 Step 7: Displaying the final behavioral model

Figure 24: This figure shows the final behavioral model obtained from
make_final_efsm() method and displayed by the draw() method

make_final_efsm() method is then used to decorate a state machine
to represent the final behavioral model shown in Figure 24. This final
behavioral model is displayed using the draw() method.
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(a) Version 1 (b) Version 2

Figure 25: This figure shows behavioral models of version 1 and version 2 of
the bounded queue, they are highlighted with transitions that are
distinct after comparing the two models using visual comparison
algorithm.

5.2.8 Comparison of behavioral models

For the purpose of comparison, two versions of the bounded queue
code were produced. Version 1 was injected with an error related
to the dequeue() function and version 2 of the queue was devoid of
injected errors.

The scenario was to add two elements in the queue, and remove
one element from it. Thus, the queue was initialized, enqueue() was
called twice followed by a call to dequeue() method.

The traces were collected and processed according to the steps
1 to 6. The behavioral models of scenarios for both versions were
given as input to the compare function model_compare(model1, model2).
model_compare() method analysed the two models for their different
transitions, this analysis is then highlighted with colour by
visualize_final_efsm() method. Comparison was performed accord-
ing to the visual comparison Algorithmus 5.

Figure 25 shows behavioral models of version 1 and version 2 of
the bounded queue. They are highlighted with transitions that are
different after comparing the two models using visual comparison
algorithm.
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5.3 adapting smt 2 .0 to the rtos kernel

Figure 26: This figure is about the third stage of the development stage
where SMT 2.0 was adapted to a RTOS kernel, which was the
software to be modelled

Adaptation of SMT 2.0 to a RTOS kernel is done in the third stage of
development. It was the result of decisions taken in first and second
development stages. This is illustrated by the yellow box in Figure 26.

All the steps are same as described in the previous section of SMT
2.0, therefore only the main steps are mentioned. The differences re-
lated to the adaptation of SMT 2.0 are discussed in Chapter 4. In this
section, an application of SMT 2.0 to model the behavior of commu-
nication scenario 3 for the RTOS kernel with 4 versions is presented.
The scenario was applied to the 1st version among the 4 versions.

5.3.1 Generation of traces

Figure 27: The trace logged for the communication scenario 3 of the RTOS
kernel after instrumentation by SMT 2.0

The traces were generated through instrumentation of the RTOS
kernel using wrapper functions and scenarios. The traces for the com-
munication scenario 3 of the RTOS kernel described in Chapter 4 are
shown in Figure 27.
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5.3.2 Creating a initial graph

Figure 28: The initial Graph generated by create_initial_graph() function from
traces obtained for the communication scenario 3 of the RTOS
kernel

The initial graph produced as an output of this step is shown in
Figure 28

5.3.3 Merging the initial graph

The merged graph shown in Figure 29 is the result of custom merge
algorithm described in Chapter 4.
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Figure 29: The merged graph for the communication scenario 3 of the RTOS
kernel is obtained using the start_merge() function of SMT 2.0

5.3.4 Displaying the final behavioral model

Figure 30: The final behavioral model for the communication scenario 3 of
the RTOS kernel obtained from make_final_efsm() and displayed
by the draw() function.

The final behavioural model produced is an EFSM containing data
associated with the transitions as shown in Figure 30.
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5.4 result for sub-goal 1

The first sub-goal was to develop a method to visually compare the
obtained models to highlight changes in the form of different transi-
tions.

(a) Behavioral model of time scenario for
Version 2

(b) Behavioral model of time scenario for version 3

Figure 31: This figure shows the behavioral models obtained for time sce-
nario 2 of the RTOS kernel.

Figure 31, shows the behavioral models obtained for time scenario
2. These behavioral models are generated from version 2 and version
3 of the RTOS kernel with 4 versions. Spotting changes between those
models by observation alone is difficult, as there are many transitions.
Thus to justify the changes, visual comparison algorithm can be used.

Figure 32, shows the model after visual comparison. It can be seen
that transitions that are different between the two models are high-
lighted in colors. Thus, enabling effective spotting of changes. Hence,
achieving the first sub goal to develop a method to visually compare
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(a) Behavioral model of time scenario 2 for
Version 2 highlighted with distinct tran-
sitions when visually compared with
Version 3

(b) Behavioral model of time scenario 2 for Version 3 highlighted with
distinct transition when visually compared with Version 2

Figure 32: This figure shows the output of visual comparison method ap-
plied to behavioral models obtained for time scenario 2 of the
RTOS kernel.

the obtained models to highlight changes in the form of different
transitions.

5.5 interpretation of results in the following sections

The results in the following sections are for two different sets of RTOS
kernels. The first set contains 4 versions and the second set contains
9 versions. Every result has a table and a set of figures with source
code difference.

Data in the table is co-related with the figures and source code diff,
and the results are presented accordingly.
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5.6 results for sub-goal 2

The second sub-goal was to analyze the behavioral changes by visu-
ally comparing the behavioral models and taking difference of the
identified functionalities from source code.

5.6.1 Results from RTOS kernel with 4 versions

Method & Model V1 V2 V3 V4

create_task()

Model: Task sc 2

Table 8: This Table relates the functional changes of create_task() to the
change in behavioral models for task scenario 2 from version 2 to
version 3, for the RTOS kernel with 4 versions.

Figure 33, shows the models obtained for task scenario 2. These
models show changes in behavior from version 2 to version 3, as de-
picted with a color change in Table 8. This change was confirmed in
the models by visual comparison. The reason for change in behavior
was that, the create_task() method changed functionally from ver-
sion 2 to version 3, as depicted with a color change in Table 8. The
diff of create_task() is shown in Figure 33. Since, task scenario 2
was designed for this method, the functional change reflected in the
behavioral model.
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(a) Behavioral model of task sce-
nario 2 for version 1 and 2

(b) Behavioral model of task scenario 2 for version 3 and 4

(c) Diff of create_task() method of version 2 and version 3

Figure 33: The behavioral models obtained for task scenario 2 in this figure
change from version 2 to version 3 of the RTOS kernel.
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5.6.2 Results from RTOS kernel with 9 versions

Method & Model V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7 V8 V9

send_wait()

Model: Comm sc 5

Table 9: This Table relates the functional changes of send_wait() method to
the change in behavioral models for communication scenario 5 from
version 5 to version 6, for the RTOS kernel with 9 versions

Figure 34, shows the models obtained for communication scenario
5. These models change in behavior from version 5 to version 6, as
depicted with a color change in Table 9. These changes were con-
firmed in the models by visual comparison. The reason for change
in behavior was that, the send_wait() method changed functionally
from version 5 to version 6, as depicted with a color change in Table 9.
The diff of send_wait() is shown in Figure 34. Since, communication
scenarios 5 was designed for this method, the functional changes re-
flected in the behavioral models.

Thus the obtained results confirm the achievement of sub goal 2,
of analyzing the behavioral changes by visually comparing the be-
havioral models. The difference of the functionally changed methods
was used to support the result.

An effective way to identify functionally changed methods is dis-
cussed in Chapter 6.
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(a) Behavioral
model of com-
munication
scenario 5 for
version 5

(b) Behavioral model
of communica-
tion scenario 5

from version 6 to
version 9

(c) Diff of send_wait() method for version 5 and version 6

Figure 34: The behavioral models obtained for communication scenario 5 in
this figure change from version 5 to version 6 of the RTOS kernel
with 9 versions.
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5.7 results for sub goal 3

The third sub-goal was to investigate a mechanism for analyzing indi-
rect behavioral changes, e.g. consider a function which uses a method
X to accomplish certain functionality. How does this method influ-
ence the behaviour of embedded software, by observing the function
that calls it. This is refered to analyzing indirect behavioral change.

5.7.1 Result from Kernel with 4 versions

Method & Model V1 V2 V3 V4

extract_first()

wait()

Model: time sc 2

Table 10: This Table relates the functional changes of extract_first() and
wait() method to the change in behavioral models for timing sce-
nario 2 for the RTOS kernel with 4 versions

Figure 35, shows the models obtained for timing scenario 2. These
models change in behavior from version 1 to version 2, as depicted
with a color change in Table 10. These changes were confirmed in
the models by visual comparison. The reason for change in behavior
was that, the wait() method changed functionally from version 1 to
version 2, as depicted with a color change in Table 10.

From the diff of wait() method, shown in Figure 35 it can be
seen that in version 2, extract_first() method was used instead
of extract_obj(). Since, time scenario 2 was designed for the wait()

method, the functional change is reflected in the behavioral model.

Figure 36, shows that behavioral model for timing scenario 2 also
changed from version 2 to version 3. But, this time the function re-
sponsible was extract_first() as is evident from the diff in Fig-
ure 36.

The diff of extract_first() was taken after the model was ob-
tained. Since it is a kernel space function, it is not instrumented. And
thus required to be inspected as it is a part of the wait() method.
So a combination of visual comparison along with difference of the
non-instrumented methods was used in this context.

Thus, the extract_first() method indirectly caused behavioral
changes, which were captured using combination of visual compari-
son of the models and difference of source code.
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(a) Behavioral model
of time scenario 2
for version 1

(b) Behavioral model of time scenario 2 for
version 2

(c) Diff of wait() method for version 1 and version 2

Figure 35: The behavioral models obtained for time scenario 2 in this figure
change from version 1 to version 2 of the RTOS kernel with 4

versions.
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(a) Behavioral model of time scenario 2 for
version 2

(b) Behavioral model of time scenario 2 for version 3 and 4

(c) Diff of extract_first() for version 2 and version 3

Figure 36: The behavioral models obtained for time scenario 2 change from
version 2 to version 3 of the RTOS kernel with 4 versions.
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5.7.2 Result from Kernel with 9 versions

Method & Model V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7 V8 V9

TimerInt()

add()

Model: Time sc 3

Table 11: This table captures the functional changes undergone by
TimerInt() and add() method from version 4 to version 5, and
the scenarios that had change in behavioral models

(a) Behavioral model
of time scenario 3
for version 2 to ver-
sion 4

(b) Behavioral model of
time scenario 3 for
version 5 to version
9

Figure 37: The behavioral models obtained for time scenario 3 in this figure
change from version 4 to version 5 of the RTOS kernel with 9

versions.

TimerInt() method is not available for the user to call as men-
tioned by the RTOS kernel specifications in Chapter 9. But, is still
indirectly a part of time scenario 3.

Behavioral changes in models for time scenario 3 as shown in Fig-
ure 37, were observed to have taken place from version 4 to 5, as
depicted with a color change in Table 11.

The link between TimerInt() method and the change in behav-
ior captured by the models was such that, TimerInt() method used
the add() method. The add() method underwent functional changes
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Figure 38: This figure shows the functional change related to deadline func-
tionality of add() method from version 4 to version 5 for the
RTOS kernel with 9 versions

from version 4 to version 5, which can be seen in Figure 38. This
change was particular to the functionality related to deadline.

Time scenario 3 is designed to find behavior related to deadline. It
is composed of user space functions which were instrumented. Mod-
els obtained for version 1 to version 4 were different from version 5 to
version 9. The difference was noted from visual comparison as shown
in Figure 37.

No user space functions which were instrumented had undergone
functional changes. Source code difference between version 4 and
5 was done for kernel space functions, since they were not instru-
mented.

It was found that add() method underwent functional changes
from version 4 to version5 as seen in Figure 38. Add method was
called by Timer_int() method. Timer_int() method which gets in-
voked as a part of the scenario in kernel space by a ISR at every tick.
Thus, indirectly influencing the behavior captured by the models.

Thus, this resulted in analyzing the indirect behavioral changes
caused by add() method used within Timer_Int() method on the
behaviour of embedded software (RTOS kernel) by using behavioral
models and source code analysis.

Thus, from the results obtained, it confirms the achievement of
sub goal 3, which was to investigate a mechanism to identify indi-
rect changes. Visual comparison and source code difference being the
mechanism, as a result of the investigation.
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D I S C U S S I O N

This chapter discusses the possibilities to extend this work and sug-
gest changes related to this work.

6.1 verification of behavioral model from a known

model

If a state machine of the software being developed is available then
a rule deck can be extracted from that state machine. The behavioral
model of the same software can then be verified against the extracted
rule deck. This method does not involve properties and thus is not
comparable to model checking, which involves more advanced tech-
niques of verification [20].

Listing 4: Assumed Rule Deck

1

rule_deck = {

’ initKernel ’:[ ’ Init ’],
’ createTask ’:[ ’ created ’],

6 ’run ’: [ ’Running’],
’ task ’: [ ’Running’],
’wait ’: [ ’wait ’, ’Running’],
’LoadContext ’:[ ’Terminated ’, ’wait ’, ’Running’],
’ terminate ’: [ ’Terminated ’]

11

}

A possible illustration of a rule deck is shown in listing 4. This rule
deck was coded as a dictionary data-structure in python, which uses
key:value pairs. The key refers to the transition and the value refers to
a list containing acceptable or allowed states after the transition. This
rule deck was used to verify the behavioral models for timing scenar-
ios of version 2 and version 3 and the output is shown in Figure 39.

6.2 modelling non-functional characteristics

SMT 2.0 can also be used to model behavior of non-functional fea-
tures such as memory and time. To capture data related to allocation
and release of memory, heap monitoring tools need to be integrated
along with SMT 2.0 [21, 22]. Timing information can also be inte-
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grated in the model for real time applications. The resulting model
would be similar to timed automata [11].

6.3 precise identification of methods that have func-
tionally changed

Differential symbolic execution utilizes symbolic execution technique
for detecting behavioral changes in software by analyzing its ver-
sions. This technique precisely targets methods that have undergone
changes, and leaves out the ones that have remained the same. Changes
in this context are functional in nature. If a method undergoes syntac-
tical changes, for e. g., a change in variable name, then such a method
is considered to be same as previous version, and thus is neglected
[6].

Differential Symbolic Execution is thus a crucial technique for auto-
matically identifying methods that have undergone functional changes.
This technique combined with instrumentation of every method in
the software, would lead to detailed models with sub states giving a
deeper view of the software. This can be of immense value to achieve
the higher order goal of comparing behavioral changes of a software.

6.4 randomization

Executing tailor-made scenarios has its advantages as mentioned in
Chapter 4. But when it comes to exploration, random execution of
functions is better suited for this purpose.

The order in which the functions will be executed is random thus may
lead to sequences that are different from tailor made scenarios. Thus
enabling to capture unknown behaviour. Coupled up with random-
ization of data, this technique will explore the behaviour of software
in depth due to increased code coverage [23].

The method to perform randomization is similar to the one used
in SMT 1.0, except data was not randomized, and is described in
Chapter 4. But there are certain concerns which were noted due to
the use of this technique for the purpose of comparing behavioral
changes between versions, which are as follows.

1. Since the goal is to visually compare learned behavioural mod-
els, how would the methods that have undergone functional
change be included in the sequence generated by random se-
quence generator.

2. While executing, what if the sequence in which the methods are
executing leads to a crash.

A randomization engine can be built with those two concerns as spec-
ifications. The problem related to inclusion of functionally
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changed methods in the random sequence can be ensured if the differ-
ential symbolic execution technique is adopted. The problem of pro-
gram crashing can be of advantage, as it will give information about
the problems regarding pre-conditions to be met for certain functions.
Also a rule deck such as the one showed in Listing 4 could help to fil-
ter allowed sequences, thus overcoming the problem of crashing due
to unmet dependencies among methods.

6.5 enhancing smt 2 .0 using machine learning

By using machine learning, the clustering technique can be used to
cluster traces into states. Merging those states will lead to a learned
behavioral model, by using the methods of SMT 2.0. Thus replacing
the abstraction engine with a clustering engine to predict the states.
This would open the tool to any software and even embedded soft-
ware.

Thus overcoming the drawback of the abstraction engine which
was a hard coded technique, and inflexible when it came to learning
a model of a different software other than the intended one. Traces
would be the inputs to the clustering algorithm.

6.5.1 Approach to utilize the clustering technique for SMT 2.0

In this approach each observation starts in its own cluster, and pairs
of clusters are merged as one moves up the hierarchy[24]. In order to
decide which clusters should be joined, it is important to know how
dissimilar the data points are.

This dissimilarity is decided by a distance metric, which measures the
distance between two data points, and tells the measure of dissimilar-
ity, when performing clustering.

Calculation of distances would be based on matching the trace data
with the previous trace data considered. If the traces match com-
pletely, distance shall be zero. If any one element differs, then the
distance is 1. Thus forming clusters which can then be numbered
arbitrarily to denote states.

Integration of domain knowledge using decision tables and purity
indexes [25, 26], may help this approach to better cluster the traces.
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(a) Model of timing scenario for Version 2,
(model 1)

(b) Model of timing scenario for version 3, (model 2)

(c) Result for Model 1, after verification with rule deck

(d) Result for Model 2, after verification with rule deck

Figure 39: This figure shows the result after verifying the behavioral models
for timing scenario of version 2 and 3 against the assumed rule
deck



7
C O N C L U S I O N S A N D F U T U R E W O R K

The decision to use traces, scenarios, abstraction and designing a cus-
tom merge algorithm made it possible to develop SMT 2.0 which
could be adapted to the RTOS kernel.

The overarching goal was to compare behavioral models. Compar-
ison a broad topic, and behavioral models can be compared in many
ways. There are numerous techniques of model or code comparison
such as static analysis [27], symbolic execution [6], comparison based
on accuracy [16], comparison based on quality of test suites generated
[10] and so on.

Visual comparison is a specific comparison approach, thus partially
full-filling the higher order goal.

The decision to include a visual comparison algorithm enabled
SMT 2.0 to visually compare two behavioral models by highlighting
transitions that are different between the two models.

The decision to consider a source code difference, and include func-
tionally changed methods in the scenarios, coupled up with visual
comparison algorithm, made it possible to analyze the behavioral
changes by visually comparing the behavioral models.

The indirect behavioral changes were analyzed by using a mecha-
nism that involved combining visual comparison of behavioral mod-
els and difference of the source code for non instrumented methods.

Thus, we conclude by answering the research question affirma-
tively, i. e., embedded software consisting of different versions can
be compared for behavioral changes by comparing their behavioural
models obtained from execution traces.

Since SMT 2.0 is still in its second generation, which is extremely
nascent, there are shortcomings which need to addressed, which is a
part of future work.

7.1 future work

Figure 40, shows a blueprint to proceed further with this study. If
comparison of learned models has to be done effectively, the choice
would be either to go ahead with symbolic execution, or to continue
with traces.
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Figure 40: This figure shows the road ahead in terms of future work

If traces are used, then SMT 2.0 would need the clustering engine
so as to learn behavioral models of any software. Since,
Differential symbolic execution [6] is used to identify functionally
changed methods, it would be logical to use FSMGen which is an-
other tool that learns behavioral models of software using symbolic
execution and predicate analysis [5], provided randomization is done
to explore the software.

The learned behavioral model can then be compared using not only
visual but many other techniques. Some of them being classification
of correct or incorrect behavior, quality of test suit derived from a
learned model and so on [16, 10].
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8
A P P E N D I X A

8.1 bounded queue api

The functions of the Bounded Queue are as follows

• Queue( max size ) : The bounded queue takes a input to deter-
mine its maximum size.

• enqueue( n ) : This function accept a input n and adds it to the
queue.

• eequeue() : This function removes a data element from the queue.

• isEmpty() : This function returns true if the queue size was zero
and false

• otherwise.

• isFull() : This function returns true if the queue was size equal
to max size and

• false otherwise.

• size(): This function returns the size of the queue.

8.2 function set

Functions in the set of bounded queue API were as follows :
fl = [ enqueue, isEmpty, isNotEmpty, isFUll, dequeue, size].

8.3 indices

The indices of the functions were as follows:

• 0: enqueue()

• 1: isEmpty()

• 2: isNotEmpty()

• 3: isFUll()

• 4: dequeue()

• 5: size()

Thus for a random sequence [2, 3, 1, 5], the methods isNotEmpty(),
isFull(), isEmpty(), size() get executed.
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A P P E N D I X B

This Appexdix is about to the specification of the RTOS kernel API
functions.

The functions are divided into 3 groups, viz. Task Administration,
Inter-process communication and Timing functions.

9.1 task administration

exception init_kernel()

This function initializes the kernel and its data structures and leaves
the kernel in start-up mode. The init_kernel call must be made before
any other call is made to the kernel.

Argument
none

Return parameter
Int: Description of the function’s status, i.e. FAIL/OK.

exception create_task(void(*task_body)(), uint deadline)

This function creates a task. If the call is made in startup mode, i.e.,
the kernel is not running, only the necessary data structures will be
created. However, if the call is made in running mode, it will lead to
a rescheduling and possibly a context switch.

Argument
*task_body: A pointer to the C function holding the code of the task.
deadline: The kernel will try to schedule the task so it will meet this
deadline.

Return parameter
Int: Description of the function’s status, i.e. FAIL/OK.
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void run()

This function starts the kernel and thus the system of created tasks.
Since, the call will start the kernel it will leave control to the task with
tightest deadline. Therefore, it must be placed last in the application
initialization code. After this call the system will be in running mode.

Argument
none

Return parameter
none

void terminate()

This call will terminate the running task. All data structures for the
task will be removed. Thereafter, another task will be scheduled for
execution.

Argument
none

Return parameter
none

9.2 inter-process communication

Mailbox* create_mailbox(int nof_msg, int size_of_msg)

This call will create a Mailbox. The Mailbox is a FIFO communica-
tion structure used for asynchronous and synchronous communica-
tion between tasks.

Argument
nof_msg: Maximum number of messages the mailbox can hold.
Size_of msg: The size of one Message in the Mailbox.

Return parameter
Mailbox*: a pointer to the created mailbox or NULL.
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exception remove_mailbox(Mailbox* mBox)

This call will remove the mailbox if it is empty and return OK. Oth-
erwise no action is taken and the call will return NOT_EMPTY.

Argument
Mailbox*: A pointer to the Mailbox to be removed.

Return parameter
OK: The mailbox was removed
NOT_EMPTY: The mailbox was not removed because it was not empty.

exception send_wait( Mailbox* mBox, void* Data)()

This call will send a message to the specified mailbox. If there
is a receiving task waiting for a message on the specified mailbox,
send_wait will deliver it and the receiving task will be moved to the
Readylist. Otherwise, if there is no receiving task waiting for a mes-
sage on the specified mailbox, the sending task will be blocked. In
both cases (blocked or not blocked), a new task schedule is done and
possibly a context switch. During the blocking period of the task its
deadline might be reached. At that point in time the blocked task
will be resumed with the exception: DEADLINE_REACHED. Note:
send_wait and send_no_wait messages shall not be mixed in the same
mailbox.

Argument
*mBox a pointer to the specified mailbox.
*Data: a pointer to a memory area where the data of the communi-
cated message is residing.

Return parameter
exception: The exception return parameter can have two possible val-
ues:
• OK: Normal behavior, no exception occurred.
• DEADLINE_REACHED: This return parameter is given if the send-
ing task’s deadline is reached while it is blocked by the send_wait
call.
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exception receive_wait( Mailbox* mBox, void* Data)

This call will attempt to receive a message from the specified mail-
box. If there is a send_wait or a send_no_wait message waiting for a
receive_wait or a receive_no_wait message on the specified mailbox,
receive_wait will collect it. If the message was of send_wait type the
sending task will be moved to the Readylist. Otherwise, if there is no
send message (of either type) waiting on the specified mailbox, the
receiving task will be blocked. In both cases (blocked or not blocked),
a new task schedule is done and possibly a context switch. During
the blocking period of the task its deadline might be reached. At that
point in time the blocked task will be resumed with the exception:
DEADLINE_REACHED.

Argument
*mBox: a pointer to the specified mailbox.
*Data: a pointer to a memory area where the data of the communi-
cated message is to be stored.

Return parameter
exception: The exception return parameter can have two possible val-
ues:
• OK: Normal function, no exception occurred.
• DEADLINE_REACHED: This return parameter is given if the re-
ceiving task’s deadline is reached while it is blocked by the receive_wait
call.

exception send_no_wait( Mailbox* mBox, void* Data)

This call will send a message to the specified mailbox. The sending
task will continue execution after the call. When the mailbox is full,
the oldest message will be overwritten. The send_no_wait call will im-
ply a new scheduling and possibly a context switch. Note: send_wait
and send_no_wait messages shall not be mixed in the same Mailbox.

Argument
*mBox: a pointer to the specified mailbox.
*Data: a pointer to a memory area where the data of the communi-
cated message is residing.

Return parameter
Description of the function’s status, i.e. FAIL/OK.
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exception receive_no_wait( Mailbox* mBox, void* Data)

This call will attempt to receive a message from the specified mail-
box. The calling task will continue execution after the call. When there
is no send message available, or if the mailbox is empty, the function
will return FAIL. Otherwise, OK is returned. The call might imply a
new scheduling and possibly a context switch.

Argument
*mBox: a pointer to the specified mailbox.
*Data: a pointer to the message.

Return parameter
Integer indicating whether or not a message was received (OK/FAIL).

9.3 timing functions

exception wait(uint nTicks)

This call will block the calling task until the given number of ticks
has expired.

Argument
nTicks: the duration given in number of ticks

Return parameter
exception: The exception return parameter can have two possible val-
ues:
• OK: Normal function, no exception occurred.
• DEADLINE_REACHED: This return parameter is given if the re-
ceiving tasks’ deadline is reached while it is blocked by the receive_wait
call.
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void set_ticks( uint nTicks)

This call will set the tick counter to the given value.

Argument
nTicks: the new value of the tick counter

Return parameter
none

uint ticks(void)

This call will return the current value of the tick counter

Argument
none

Return parameter
A 32 bit value of the tick counter

uint deadline(void)

This call will return the deadline of the specified task

Argument
none

Return parameter
the deadline of the given task

void set_deadline(uint deadline)

This call will set the deadline for the calling task. The task will be
rescheduled and a context switch might occur.

Argument
deadline: the new deadline given in number of ticks.

Return parameter
none
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void TimerInt(void)

This function is not available for the user to call. It is called by an
ISR (Interrupt Service Routine) invoked every tick. Note, context is
automatically saved prior to call and automatically loaded on func-
tion exit.

void SaveContext (void)

This function is hardware dependent. All relevant registers are
saved to the TCB of the currently running task.

void LoadContext (void)

This function is hardware dependent. All relevant registers are re-
stored from the TCB of the currently running task to the CPU regis-
ters.

void timer0_isr (void)

This function is not available for the user to call. It is an ISR (Inter-
rupt Service Routine) invoked every tick. Note. It calls the C-Function
TimerInt().
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A P P E N D I X C

This Appendix is about the SMT 2.0 tool.

SMT 2.0 was programmed in python using Pycharm 2016 by jetbrains
[28].
Additional libraries used by the tool are mentioned below.

1. NetworkX : This library has python data structures for graphs,
digraphs and multi-digraphs [29].

2. GraphViz : This is a visualization library [30].

3. nxpd : This library is used for visualizing NetworkX and GraphViz
graphs [31].

Figure 41: Architectural block diagram of SMT 2.0

The Architecture of SMT 2.0 is as follows.

1. Trace reader: This block reads the traces from the text file and
generates the complex_state_list

2. Abstraction Engine: This block analyzes the raw data in complex_state_list

and converts it into states which are a part of simple_state
_list.

3. XDFA: This block has a class automaton which contains all the
functions related to seeking information of the graphs, such as
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getting the number of total nodes in the graph, the neighbours
of a node etc.

4. Create Initial Graph: This block is responsible for creating the
initial graph from the simple_state_list.

5. Merging and Filtering: This block is merges the initial graph
into a state machine.

6. Model Display: This block displays the state machine.

7. Compare and Visualize: This block is responsible for comparing
two state machines and visualizing them.
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